Optimizing the
Customer Experience
from Jamaica

Jamaica
Fast Facts
Jamaica is gaining popularity on the global scene as
a high-quality, cost-effective outsourcing location.
Supporting contact center and BPO operations for
almost a decade for a number of the world’s most
prestigious brands, Jamaica is quickly becoming the
“place to be” for outsourcing. HGS joined the fray
relatively early, with operations dating back to 2012
when we launched our first site in Kingston. Focusing
on English-based customer care, technical support,
and other services for clients in the banking, healthcare,
and consumer goods/retail industries in the US
and domestically in Jamaica, HGS has expanded
our uptown Kingston presence to four sites to
accommodate the rapid growth in this emerging region.

• Population of nearly 3M
• Capital City: Kingston
• Time Zone: GMT - 5
• Official Languages: English
• Over 120 higher educational facilities
• Youth Unemployment: >15%
• Industry low attrition rates
• Stable, high-quality infrastructure
• Stable economy
• Accent-neutral English
• High-quality customer care
• Strong government support
• Literacy rate of 91%
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Why Choose HGS in Jamaica?
Not only has Jamaica been recognized as one of the “coolest” places on earth by CNN, the country
has transformed into a solid location on the global outsourcing map. Known as an attractive tourist
destination for its beautiful beaches, the mindset of Jamaica’s up-and-coming dynamic and dedicated
workforce is changing to seek non-seasonal employment outside the tourism industry. Jamaica is clearly
a destination that can deliver strong results for your operations.
Several factors make Jamaica an ideal near-shore option for supporting customers in North America.
The cultural and physical proximity to the US brings a strong Western influence to the vibrant Jamaican
culture. Roots in tourism created a population with a strong service orientation that interacts seamlessly
with Western customers. Jamaica has the largest English-speaking population in the Caribbean, with an
easily neutralized accent. The government is committed to investing in educational, communications,
transportation, and facilities infrastructure.
And HGS Jamaica has all of this and more. With our 45-plus years of customer care experience, every
day we leverage our empathetic problem-solving Jamaica agents to drive real outcomes from our
clients—from stellar CSAT to digital transformation and back-office innovation that save costs and
re-engineer processes for more business value.

HGS Jamaica Services
HGS has unlocked the key to attracting and retaining high-quality staff across a variety of industries,
including banking and financial services, healthcare and consumer goods. We employ 2,424 staff on
7 accounts across 4 centers, delivering 10 distinct services.
1.

Customer Care

7.

Healthcare Claims

2.

Sales

8. Warranty Claims

3. Product Support and Help Desk

9. Collection Calls

4. Internet Banking Support/ Troubleshooting

10. Outbound Campaigns

5. Social, Web Chat, and Text

11. Provider Database Management

6. Back-Office Services

12. Automation and Analytics - with Process
Optimization (NCB)
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Tangible, Measurable Results
• For a top-five healthcare payer, we deliver cost savings, top-ranking member and provider CSAT that
sets us apart from our peers.
• For another payer, we created a proprietary provider data workflow quality tool. This showcase project
today delivers CSAT excellence, increased process compliance, and enhanced efficiency.
• For a multinational white goods and electronics manufacturer, our solutions include back-office,
chat, email, and bilingual support. We provide innovation like an in-house knowledge base and Tier 2
rebooking support to drive significant cost savings and

90%-plus quality scores.

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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